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It’s thrilling to find a great 
deal on a destination that’s been 
on your Bucket List for decades. 
But suppose you find that it also 
ranks high for some of your fa-
vorite travel pals? That says… 
get a group together and book it! 
And that’s just what we did with a 
late-November repositioning cruise 
through the Panama Canal.

Back in the late 1990’s Bud 
and I took a Caribbean cruise 
that touted a “partial transit” of 
the Panama Canal–meaning our 
ship would go through the locks 
on the eastern side of the ca-
nal, enter Gatun Lake, then turn 
around go back. It was a popular 
add-on to some Caribbean itin-
eraries. We were fascinated with 
the history and the engineering  
and vowed to do the full tran-
sit, right through to the Pacific 
Ocean…someday.

Twenty years and several cruises 
through other parts of the world 
later, I got an email about a full-
transit, 15-night repositioning 
cruise. The itinerary would begin 
in Fort Lauderdale, visit Grand 
Cayman, then head straight for 
the Panama Canal. The full tran-
sit would put us at the Pacific end 
of the canal experience, then we 
would go down the west coast of 
South America, with stops in Ec-
uador, Peru and Chile, ending at a 
port near Santiago. Not your same-
old, same-old Caribbean cruise! 
Friends Chuck and Debra Doug-
las, Steve and Noreen Christensen 
and Erle Pierce hopped on board.

Even better were the prices. 
Repositioning cruises are often 
priced 30-50% below cruises 
with more traditional or destina-
tion-oriented itineraries. Why? 
Cruise lines literally reposition 
their ships from one area of the 
globe to another to ready them for 
seasonal market demands. Think 
Mediterranean in the summer, the 
Caribbean in the winter. For our 
Panama Canal cruise, Celebrity 
wanted to move the Millennium 
class ship, Infinity, from northern 
itineraries to South American itin-
eraries—Santiago to Buenos Aires 
and back for the South American 
summer season (our winter).

One of the excursions near Lima, Peru took us to Hacienda Mamacona and featured Peruvian dancing as well as showcasing 
Peruvian Paso horses. These horses are descended from Berber horses that arrived from Spain during the conquest more than 
400 years ago. Due to the extreme isolation of this area of Peru, the Paso breed is one of the most pure breeds in the world 
and is known for distinctive lateral gait and smooth movement. Photo Courtesy of Steven C. Christensen

The canal accommodates small non-commercial traffic like this sailboat along with immense commercial ships. The Fidelio, 
which is designed to transport cars around the globe and can carry 7,500 cars, followed us through the canal. Owned by the 
Swedish company Wallenius Wilhemsen, the Fidelio was sometimes directly behind us, and sometimes came through the locks 
beside us. Photo Courtesy of Chase Binder

A seaman stands watch on the bridge of the Celebrity Infinity 24/7. Rules of the sea require that the ship’s log record all  
sightings. Photo Courtesy of Chase Binder

THROUGH THE CANAL AND ON…
By Chase Binder
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